
EECS140

Homework#3 Solutions

1)

A. You have a single stage MOS amplifier with a low frequency gain of 100, a pole frequency of 
5MHz, and an output capacitance of 1pF.  Calculate the unity gain frequency, the 
transconductance gm, and the output resistance Ro. 

 p=
1

roCL
=2 5Mhz   This implies r o=

1
 pCL

=31.8k

  

   |Av| = |gm ro|  ---> gm= Av
ro

=3.14mS   

      

     once we are beyond the pole frequency (5 Mhz), C L  begins to short . 

    so the impedance of the load becomes dominated by  
1

jC L
 .   since it will

    become much smaller than Ro. 

    |Av|=gm×Zout= gm
jwC L

 . To find the unity gain frequency, we set this equal to 1.

 

    
gm
jwC L

=1---->= gm
C L

=500Mhz

     We call this frequency the unity gain frequency  u.

B. You need to design a single-stage amplifier with a gain of 5 at 109 rad/sec, and a DC gain of 
50.  Calculate the unity gain frequency, the pole frequency, and the gain at 107 rad/sec and 1010 

rad/sec. 

 

 For this problem, we use the fact that for single pole amplifiers, the Gain Bandwidth product

 is roughly equal to a constant. 

A ×≈Constant   For all frequencies greater than or equal to the pole frequency. 

  in our problem, A(109  rad/s) * 109  = 5 * 109

 

              so now, to complete this problem, we simply fill in the following table. 



Av  f Product

5 109    159.1Mhz 5×109 rad /s

50  108 15.9Mhz 5×109 rad /s

1  5 * 109  795.8Mhz 5×109 rad /s

0.5   1010 1.59 Ghz 5×109 rad /s

50  107   1.59Mhz  

           

 u=5×109 rad/s=795Mhz . 

  Av at 107 rad/s is50 sinceweare at a frequency less than p

C. You have a single-stage amplifier with an output resistance of 107 Ohms, a transconductance of 
10mS, and a unity gain frequency of 109 rad/sec.  What is the DC gain, the pole frequency, and 
the output capacitance? 

 |Av|at dc=gm×Rout=10000

At frequencies beyond  p , |Av|=gm×Zout= gm
jwC L

. 

           We are told what the unity gain frequency is, so  we can set Av == 1 and solve for C L .

C L=
gm
 u

=10mS
109 =10 pF

 

              p=
1

RoC L
=10000 rad /s=1.59khz



2) Fill in the following table for a single-pole amplifier

small m means mili (10^-3).  And M means mega (10^6)

 gm [S] Ro [Ω] CL [F] Av ωp [rad/s] ωu [rad/s]

a) 1m 50k 1p  50  20M  1 G

b)  5m  20k 5p 100 10M  1 G

c)  50m  2k 5p 100  100M 10G

d)  3m 10k  20p  30 5M 150M

e)  50m 100  2.5p 5  4G 20G

 

3) Assuming a common-source amplifier with a PMOS load, for each of the rows above design the 
amplifier with a bias current and Vdsat that gives you the gm required, while keeping the 
parallel output resistance of the two FETs greater than Ro, and the total output capacitance less 
than CL.

a)

There can be numerous solutions to this problem .  Here is my approach. 

First, i pick my L = 1 um  , now i check what current i can have and still satisfy the Rout requirement.

Ro=ro p || ron=
1

2 Id  --->  I d=100uA

   Rout = 50k

 gm= 2 Id
Vdsat  we see that to get a gm of 1mS, we need  Vdsat = 200mV. 

   We  should now solve for the W of the nmos. 

  Id≈k ' W
2L

Vdsat 2  --> W n=25um  --->  W p=50um

      since the K' for pmos is ½ of the K' for the nmos. 

    

Assuming that we use a supply of 3V, and we bias our circuit such that Vout = 1.5.  So |Vdb| = 1.5. 



 now i check to see how big my parasitic capacitance is. 

 Cparasitic=Cgd nmosCgd pmosCdbnmosCdb pmos

                = 
W nColW pCol

W n∗1umCdb0

1Vdb



1/2 

W p∗1umCdb0

1Vdb



1/2

                = 75 fF  

  We see that this is much less than C L=1 pF    . So our design meets all of the requirements.

We can proceed in a similar fashion to do the designs for the other requirements.

b. 
Id=500uA                                 Vdsat=0.2

  Wn=250um             W p=500um

     Ln=L p=2um

   C parasitic=750fF  Rout=20k

c.

I tried for a while... but i can't seem to meet the requirements. 

Probably not possible. 

d.
Id=300uA                                 Vdsat=0.2

  Wn=75um           W p=150um

     Ln=L p=1um

   C parasitic=225fF  Rout=16k

e. 
Id=12.5mA                                 Vdsat=0.5

  Wn=250um           W p=500um

     Ln=L p=0.5um

   C parasitic=750fF  Rout=200



matlab code for #3 

% Example Matlab code for homework3, #3

% when i design, these are the parameters given or I pick

gm = 5e-3  

vdsat = 0.200

L=2 %um i use Ln=Lp to simply calculations. In real designs, you can use different Ln, Lp.

kn = 200e-6

kp = 100e-6

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% the following happens as a result of the above values, I have no control over

%% these values once i pick the values above. 11

lambda=0.1/L;

Id = gm*vdsat/2 

wn = 2*Id*L/(kn*vdsat^2)

wp = 2*wn

cgd=(wn+wp)*0.5e-15

cdb=(wn+wp)*0.5e-15%assuming that Vdb=1.5 

%%%% values we are interested in. 

C = cgd + cdb % <----- we can check this output and see if it meets the requirement

Rout = 1/(2*lambda*Id) % this is (1/lambdaId || 1/lambdaId)

%%% if these don't meet the R,C requirement, then we go back and change our initial design values

%%%% for vdsat or L and run again. 
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Spice code for question 4. 

question4 ee140 question4
.options post nomod
.op

.model nmos nmos level=1 vto=0.5v kp=200u gamma=0.5 phi=0.6 lambda=0.1

.model pmos pmos level=1 vto=-0.5v kp=100u gamma=0.5 phi=0.6 lambda=0.1

vd vcc 0 3
v2 g2 0 2.2
m2 out g2 vcc vcc pmos w=10u l=1u
m1 out in 0 0 nmos w=10u l=1u
vin in 0 dc=0.7368 ac=0
.dc vin 0 3 0.1

.end


